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August 9,2010 

Ms. Elizabeth M. Murphy, Secretary 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, NE Washington, DC 20549-1090 

Re: File Number SR-ISE-201O-73 

Dear Ms. Murphy: 

Group One recognizes that ISE originally submitted File Number SR-ISE-2009-35, which was approved 
by Staff under its delegated authority granted by the Commission. For some time now, the Commission 
has been reviewing the wisdom ofgranting the effectiveness ofthat rule proposal. 

Now in an apparent end run around the Commission's thoughtful consideration, ISE has submitted a 
slightly modified revision of its original proposal. This new proposal carries with it the same weaknesses 
and dangers to customer protection considerations, which were apparent in the original proposal. 

ISE continues to ignore concerns of Price Improvement and the potential detriment to the investor 
associated with approval of either of its rule proposals. ISE initially commented that the majority of 
orders executed in the options marketplace are automatically executed without an opportunity for price 
improvement and that there is nothing special about orders presented as crosses. ISE also states that other 
option Exchanges already allow customer-to-customer crosses without any market exposure. 

These arguments are disingenuous for two reasons. The first reason is that while it is true that most orders 
are executed automatically without the opportunity for price improvement; there is a major difference in 
these orders, as they are NOT orders that simply happen to cross; rather they are automatic executions on 
the NBBO where the order happens to cross and the contra parties are not aware ofthe other incoming 
order. The second important distinction is that there is an inherent conflict of interest that exists in a 
broker facilitated customer cross that does not exist in a customer to customer cross. Price discovery and 
transparency are crucial components ofour capital markets and processes that encourage market integrity. 
Where a broker facilitated order is crossed without market exposure, there is simply no incentive for the 
broker to give the customer the best price. It is imperative that customers be afforded an opportunity for 
price improvement. Another way to ask this is "Why wouldn't the customer want the opportunity for 
price improvement?" 
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